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Introducing Today’s Speakers

Brett Buttle (he/him)

Proposal Writer, 
DocuSign

Lucie Jutsum (sh e/ h er)

Proposal Writer, 
DocuSign



About DocuSign
Developed the DocuSign Agreement Cloud, and 
DocuSign eSignature, the world’s #1 way to sign 
electronically.

● Founded in 2003 
● More than 1,000,000 paying customers and 

over a billion users worldwide.
● 13 of the top 15 Fortune 500 Technology 

companies.
● 14 of the top 15 Fortune 500 Healthcare 

companies.
● 15 of the top 15 Fortune 500 Financial 

companies.



Proposals at DocuSign

22 Proposal 
Professionals at 

DocuSign

Worldwide Coverage 
- team members in 
NA, LATAM, APAC, 

and EMEA

Company Wide -
Sales, Security, Legal, 
Implementation, and 

more



Why Bother? 



Why use Loopio outside of Your Proposal Team?

Loopio will be “stickier” in your 
organization

● Other teams will advocate for it’s 
spot on your budget 

● Will elevate the importance of 
proposal team

Make your teams more agile

● Frequently used information can 
be readily accessible 

● Keeping that information up to 
date will be easier 



Enabling Solution 
Consultants with a 
Knowledge Library



Fielding Questions from 
Sales and Customers

● DocuSign Solution Consultants field 
questions and concerns from clients 
and sales people all the time. 

● A regularly reviewed knowledge 
repository is incredibly valuable for 
them

● While all SCs are given Loopio licenses, 
some portions of the business rarely 
respond to RFxs



Percentage of Loopio Users That Support Areas of the 
Business with Low RFx Rates

8%
Users who see ~0-2 RFx’s 

a Year



Objection Handling Stack in Loopio



80+

Objection Handling Success

Entries in Objection 
Handling stack

Excellent resource for 
new-hires to reference 

when they are unfamiliar 
with common customer 

objections.



Using Loopio for a 
Reference Library



References Were Uncategorized and Difficult to Find

● References were dumped into a folder, and were inconsistent and time consuming to find and 
manage.

○ Types of information kept on each reference was inconsistent
○ Searchability was difficult

■ Specifics like product usage and region were difficult to surface



Loopio Made References 
Easy to Find and 
Manage

Setting up a references stack in the library 
allowed us to:

● Standardize the format, and find gaps 
in existing entries

● Make search easy and convenient with 
product, industry, and region tags 

● Keep customer information  
confidential with user permissions

● Easily include background information, 
like customer status and no. of times 
contacted



Account Managers Loved It!

● Made dozens of customer 
references easily searchable 
and updatable 

● Standardized format and 
process meant adding new 
references was fast and easy

● Became a resource they relied 
on daily 

● Easy for the Account 
Managers to control their own 
content - need little oversight 
from your team



Ace the Project Space 
Facilitate seamless, streamlined content reviews



THE SCENARIO:
We have outdated content that 
has never been scheduled for 
regular review, and now we 
need to fix it.

● We need to update 800 pieces of 
security content 

● We revised our RFP template and want 
to update the answers in our library

● We need to facilitate multi-SME, ad 
hoc reviews



I KNOW!!!
Let’s use Loopio to facilitate 
internal projects!

Topics we’ll cover:

● Using tags to track entries

● Data export from Loopio

● Data matching and editing

● Project space for 
collaboration



THE OBJECTIVE

Get content 
out of 

Loopio

Put content 
back into

Loopio



THE OBJECTIVE

Get content 
out of 

Loopio

Put content 
back into

Loopio

Facilitate tons of reviews 
in the process



STEP 1: Set up a tag to organize content.

Using a tag will allow you to define 
which content to export.

● Set a tag you can easily recall - i.e. 
“RFP Template.”

● Apply the tag in bulk to the content 
you want reviewed.

● Already have a tag? Use it!

● Organizing by stack? Go for it!



STEP 2: Export data by tag.

Export your data by accessing the Backups feature

● You can backup data by tag

● The backup creates an Excel sheet

● After exporting, simply delete the data in the answer column to prepare it for 
re-import into the project space.



STEP 2: Export data by tag.
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re-import into the project space.



Step 3: Create a Project!

● Name the project to 
indicate its purpose

● Run magic to preserve 
merge variables and 
formatting

● Import the file with blank 
answer fields



Step 4: Add SMEs, make edits, set due dates

● Promote visibility

● Facilitate edits without 
making them live

● Add new members as 
needed

● Set due dates for 
reviews and for the 
project



I want to show you a 
magic trick…



DocuSign’s Success

We completed 
three projects this 
year to organize 
large-scale 
content updates 
with multiple 
reviewers.

Identified duplicate 
content across 
sensitive content 
stacks and deleted 
over 500 duplicates. 

A team of five 
contributors and 
two reviewers
participated.

Updated 53 
strategic Executive 
Summary entries
with entirely new 
content. 

A team of six 
contributors was 
overseen by one 
content manager.

Updated over 400 
entries relating to our 
RFP Template 
update to ensure the 
latest content was 
included in our QA 
pairs. 

A team of three 
contributors and two 
reviewers 
participated.



Impact

Content stays up-to-date

● In the SaaS business, we need to 
update content often

● Duplicate content has been 
identified and weeded out

● Promoted visibility + agility to get 
projects done quickly

Add SMEs as needed

● SMEs are busy, so it was good 
to have flexibility

● We have multiple products, 
meaning lots of SMEs needed 
to be engaged

● Having due dates that are 
enforceable was key



Thank You
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